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Perfectionism and writing anxiety 
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This study aimed to investigate the relationship between Iranian EFL Learners’ 
perfectionism and writing anxiety and their performance in the IELTS Writing 
Module. To this end, sixty-eight Iranian EFL learners were selected via convenience 
sampling. Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale developed and validated by 
Hewitt and Flett (1991) and Second Language Writing Anxiety Inventory devised 
by Cheng (2004) were administered to the participants. The participants were 
then asked to write on an assigned topic from IELTS Writing Task 2. The findings 
of the study indicated that of the three dimensions of perfectionism (i.e., self-
oriented, other-oriented and socially prescribed), none were associated with the 
learners’ writing performance, while a significant negative relationship was found 
between the learners’ writing anxiety consisting of somatic anxiety, cognitive 
anxiety, and avoidance behavior and their writing performance. The results of 
multiple regression analysis suggested that somatic anxiety, and avoidance 
behavior were significant predictors of writing performance. The implications 
highlight the strategies that should be deployed by educational policy-makers, 
practitioners, and examiners to alleviate anxiety in L2 classrooms, promoting a 
safe and stress-free educational environment.
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Introduction

Writing remains a cognitive and emotional challenge even to greatest authors of all times. 
As a complex process, it demands managing an array of skills–as writers are often required 
to orchestrate their knowledge of the subject and linguistic prowess on the one hand, and 
almost inevitably, overcome a sense of utter apprehension on the other. According to Sokolic 
(2003), writing has both physical and mental aspects, including the physical act of committing 
ideas to some medium and the mental work of inventing ideas, thinking about ways of 
expressing them, and organizing them into sentences and paragraphs. As far as L2 writers 
are concerned, writing is simultaneously a requirement and an obstacle for academic success. 
L2 writing may prove a particular challenge for EFL learners as they are yet in the process of 
language acquisition. The writing performance of some highly apprehensive learners, on the 
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other hand, may be adversely affected as they struggle with anxiety 
issues or aspects of perfectionism.

As elaborated below, there exists conflicting literature within the 
Iranian context (and beyond) on whether or not perfectionism or 
anxiety significantly predict EFL learners’ writing performance. With 
a special focus on L2 writing as a challenging productive skill, this 
study aims to investigate the relationship between Iranian EFL 
learners’ perfectionism and writing anxiety and their performance in 
the IELTS writing module. In particular, it surveys the 
multidimensional aspects of both perfectionism (i.e., self-oriented, 
other-oriented, and socially prescribed) and writing anxiety (i.e., 
somatic, cognitive, and behavioral).

Literature review

A multidimensional perspective on 
perfectionism

Perfectionism is defined as “holding standards that are beyond 
reach, striving to reach these impossible goals, and defining one’s own 
worth by the accomplishment of these standards” (Patcht, 1984, 
p. 386). Perfectionists are in pursuit of perfection, set unrealistic goals 
for themselves, and assume mistakes as a sign of disgrace (Hewitt and 
Flett, 1991). Some studies have demonstrated meaningful links 
between perfectionism and psychopathological issues (Patcht, 1984; 
Saboonchi and Lundh, 1997; Flett et al., 2016). Patcht (1984) asserts 
that perfectionism is debilitating in nature and associated with 
physical disorders such as depression, eating disorder (anorexia), and 
alcoholism. His perspective is in line with Hewitt and Flett (1991) and 
Hewitt and Flett (2002), according to whom maladjustments originate 
from the perfectionists’ attempts to set unrealistic goals, exaggerate 
one’s failure, and have excessive self-evaluation. According to 
Hamacheck (1978) perfectionism has both adaptive and maladaptive 
aspects: “normal” and “neurotic.” Normal perfectionism is setting high 
standards while being flexible; it is associated with striving for 
perfection without annoying oneself. Neurotic perfectionism, on the 
other hand, is setting high standards with a special concern over 
mistakes; it is accompanied by negative feelings of self-criticism or 
self-blame. Similarly, Slade and Owens (1998) regard positive 
perfectionism as predominantly normal/healthy with positive benefits 
for the individual, while negative perfectionism would be pathological, 
unhealthy, and disadvantageous.

There are several multidimensional conceptualizations of 
perfectionism. Frost et  al. (1990) devised a Multidimensional 
Perfectionism Scale (FMPS)–a self-report, 35-item measure that 
identified such dimensions as, concern over mistakes, excessive 
concern with parents’ expectations and evaluation, excessively high 
personal standards, concern with precision, order and organization, 
and doubts about the quality of actions. The present study utilized 
the MPS developed by Hewitt and Flett (1991). The model rates 
three aspects of perfectionistic self-presentation: self-oriented 
perfectionism refers to having unrealistic expectations for oneself, 
which may lead to depression when individuals find themselves 
unable to meet such high standards. It is accompanied by “self-
criticism, intense self-scrutiny, and inability to accept any mistake” 
(Gould, 2012, p.  16). Socially prescribed perfectionism refers to 
developing perfectionistic standards due to real or perceived high 

expectations from significant others; this may result in depression, 
anxiety, or anger if individuals are faced with negative evaluation. 
Other-oriented perfectionism is having high standards for others and 
expecting them to behave impeccably; this may have negative 
consequences such as anger, inflexibility, and intolerance (Gould, 
2012) beside losing trust and feeling a sense of loneliness and 
resentment (Hewitt and Flett, 1991).

Perfectionism and language learning 
anxiety

As indicated above, one of the negative outcomes of perfectionism 
is anxiety. Anxiety, in general, is the negative emotion associated with 
feelings of anger, sadness, and disgust. It is also future-oriented, as the 
person suffering from anxiety anticipates unpleasant events to occur in 
the future and encompasses both mental and physical manifestations: 
“nervousness and unpleasant thoughts” are the mental symptoms of 
anxiety, while “pounding heart, perspiration and gastric disturbance” 
are its physical manifestations (Zeidner and Matthews, 2011, p. 2).

Within the educational context, Dobson (2012) suggests that 
some academic tasks may be anxiety-provoking and teachers should 
be sensitive to symptoms of anxiety in learners so as to help them cope 
with their negative feelings. Thus students with high levels of anxiety 
are more prone to poor academic performance or self-efficacy. Several 
studies have been conducted to investigate the role of language anxiety 
in learning (MacIntyre and Gardner, 1991, 1993, 1994; Young, 1991). 
Young (1991) argued that creating a low-anxiety classroom is the 
current challenge of language teaching. Similarly, MacIntyre and 
Gardner (1991) suggested that anxiety poses several problems for 
learners since it may “interfere with acquisition, retention, and 
production of the new language” (p. 2). Thus various studies have 
explored the impact of foreign language anxiety on specific language 
skills (i.e., speaking, listening, reading, and writing) and found a 
negative connection between them.

Flett et al. (2016) proposed a model of perfectionism and language 
learning which explained the factors that lead to the learners’ anxiety. 
It was composed of “trait perfectionism,” “perfectionist cognitions,” 
“perfectionist self-representation,” “self-efficacy,” “concern over 
mistakes,” and “anxiety.” Thus “trait perfectionism” is attributed to 
three dimensions of perfectionism which include self-oriented 
perfectionism (demanding perfection for oneself), other-oriented 
perfectionism (emphasizing on others’ capabilities), and socially 
prescribed perfectionism (assuming that others have unrealistic 
expectations form oneself). “Perfectionist cognitions” refer to the 
automatic thoughts that stem from over-emphasizing on achieving the 
best outcomes. The individuals who are preoccupied with 
perfectionistic thoughts are in danger of psychopathological issues 
such as anxiety or depression. “Perfectionistic self-representation” 
refers to the tendency of an individual to show oneself as impeccable 
while trying to hide one’s imperfections at the same time. According 
to Flett et al. (2016), some individuals spend considerable time to 
seem flawless in public; but no matter how hard they try, they still 
seems far from perfect to themselves. “Reduced self-efficacy” is 
characterized by certain adverse effects such as self-criticism or 
pessimism. Based on this model, Flett et al. (2016) suggested that 
striving for excellence, reduced self-efficacy, and concern over 
mistakes are among the factors that lead to language anxiety.
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Writing anxiety and its multiple dimensions

Cheng (2004) defined writing anxiety as a language-skill-
specific anxiety and distinguished it from general second language 
classroom anxiety. Language anxiety is “the apprehension 
experienced when a situation requires the use of a second language 
with which the individual is not fully proficient” (MacIntyre and 
Gardner, 1993, p. 5); in effect, this is “the feeling of tension and 
apprehension specifically associated with second language contexts 
including speaking, listening and learning” (MacIntyre and 
Gardner, 1994, p. 2). Foreign language writing apprehension, on the 
other hand, is a term that was coined by Daly (1978) to describe an 
individual’s tendency to approach or avoid situations perceived to 
potentially require writing. The highly apprehensive individual 
finds the experience of writing more punishing than rewarding 
(Daly and Miller, 1975). Richards and Schmidt (2010) set forth this 
comprehensive account of the issues in language anxiety:

Issues in the study of language anxiety include whether anxiety is 
a cause or an effect of poor achievement, anxiety under specific 
instructional conditions, and the relationship of general language 
anxiety to more specific kinds of anxiety associated with speaking, 
reading, or examinations (p. 313).

In his endeavor to develop a measure of writing anxiety, Cheng 
(2004) concluded that the construct is multidimensional and 
mentioned the plethora of studies on anxiety that took a 
multidimensional approach to its conceptualization. His measure 
of second language writing anxiety, which is the framework adopted 
for the current study, was comprised of three dimensions: Cognitive 
Anxiety, Somatic Anxiety¸ and Avoidance Behavior. Cognitive 
Anxiety, which is a mental element, is marked by negative 
judgments on one’s own behavior, negative self-talk, and inability 
to concentrate (Martens et al., 1990; Jarvis, 2002). According to 
Cheng (2004), cognitive anxiety is the mental aspect of the anxiety 
experience that is characterized by “negative expectations, 
preoccupation with performance, and concern about other’s 
perceptions” (p. 316). Somatic Anxiety is in effect the physiological 
element which is accompanied by autonomic arousals and negative 
symptoms such as nervousness, high blood pressure, dry throat, 
and sweaty palms (Martens et al., 1990; Jarvis, 2002). Morris et al. 
(1990), define somatic anxiety as “one’s perception of the 
physiological effects of the anxiety experience, as reflected in 
increase in ‘automatic arousal of unpleasant feelings, such as 
nervousness and tension’” (quoted in Cheng, 2004, p.  541). 
Avoidance Behavior refers to the behavioral aspect in avoidance of 
writing, which can manifest in attempting to avoid failing in an 
exam, ignoring the presence of an unfavorable person, etc. 
(Nussinson et  al., 2012). Avoidance Behavior is stimulated by 
unfavorable or unwanted events or possibilities. It seems that 
individuals endeavor to maximize the distance between themselves 
and the intimidating objective or goal.

Writing anxiety and writing performance

Anxiety and performance are interwoven in academic writing as 
an arduous task which demands “the development of a design idea, 

the capture of mental representations of knowledge, and of experience 
with subjects” (Ĵosef, 2001, p.  16). Daly (1978) confirmed that 
individuals with low levels of writing apprehension outperform 
individuals with high levels of writing apprehension, as they scored 
significantly better on grammar, mechanics, and larger concerns in 
writing skills. Highly apprehensive learners, on the other hand, wrote 
with lower quality and failed to demonstrate a strong knowledge of 
writing skills. By the same token, Hanna (2010) demonstrated that 
students with a higher level of writing apprehension produced a 
lower quality paper as compared to their low 
apprehensive counterparts.

In Iran, Saedpanah and Mahmoodi (2020) investigated the 
relationships among critical thinking, writing strategy use, L2 
writing anxiety, and L2 writing performance. Their findings 
revealed a significant negative relationship between L2 writing 
performance and L2 writing anxiety, and suggested that L2 
writing anxiety was a stronger predictor of L2 writing 
performance. In the same context, Jebreil et al. (2015) explored 
the relationship between anxiety and learners’ performance in 
writing. The results indicated that cognitive anxiety was the most 
common type of anxiety, followed by somatic anxiety, and 
avoidance behavior. Moreover, elementary level EFL learners 
experienced higher level of writing anxiety than intermediate and 
advanced levels.

Kim (2006) investigated the relationship between Korean 
college students’ writing anxiety and their writing achievement. 
The results indicated that the students suffered from negative self-
perception about writing, apprehension of evaluation, and negative 
feelings toward writing, and that there were significant correlations 
between writing apprehension and the students’ final course 
grades. Further, female students were more apprehensive 
than males.

Erkan and Saban (2011) sought to identify whether writing 
performance in students of English as a foreign language is related to 
writing apprehension. The results showed that among these tertiary-
level EFL students, writing apprehension and writing performance are 
negatively correlated. Ayodele and Akinlana (2012) examined the 
relationship between writing apprehension and undergraduates’ 
interest in dissertation writing on the one hand, and the moderating 
roles of self-efficacy, emotional intelligence and academic optimism 
on the other. Their findings demonstrated a lack of association 
between writing anxiety and the undergraduates’ interest in writing 
their final project.

Tadesse (2013) studied the impact of writing anxiety on 
students’ writing. In this regard, in addition to administration of 
SLWAI (Second Language Writing Anxiety Inventory) to students, 
interviews were designed for English teachers. Among 69 students, 
only 18 were reported to be non-anxious. On the other hand, the 
teachers’ exclusive focus on grammatical mistakes had seemingly 
demotivated the students. Limiting the amount of error correction, 
appreciating novel ideas, and providing adequate feedback were 
among the recommended strategies to alleviate students’ anxiety. In 
a recent study, Rabadi and Rabadi (2020) probed the levels, types, 
and causes of foreign language writing anxiety and observed a high 
level of writing anxiety, especially cognitive, among medical 
students. They attributed this to language-related problems, 
inadequate practice in writing, low self-confidence in writing, and 
fear of writing tests.
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Perfectionism and academic performance

Gilman and Ashby (2003) examined middle school students’ 
perfectionism and noticed that adaptive perfectionists reported 
significantly higher scores on various academic, intrapersonal, and 
interpersonal variables while maladaptive perfectionism was 
significantly linked to negative attitudes toward school and family 
relationships, and high intrapersonal distress. In a recent study by 
Wang and Wu (2022) the associations between maladaptive 
perfectionism and life satisfaction was examined and the former was 
found to be significantly and negatively related to the latter among 
medical students. Furthermore, academic burnout was confirmed as 
playing a mediating role in such association especially for students 
with high self-esteem. Huang et al. (2022) focused their attention on 
maladaptive perfectionism (MP) and its impact on academic 
procrastination along with resilience and coping style. They identified 
a positive effect of MP on academic procrastination which was 
partially mediated by resilience. This mediation was subject to change 
due to the levels of positive coping style in the students. Tóth et al. 
(2022) investigated the role of irrational beliefs and both adaptive and 
maladaptive perfectionism on the competitive anxiety of sport 
professionals and noticed that both forms of perfectionism were 
positively associated with cognitive and somatic competitive anxiety. 
Perfectionism also mediated the influence of irrational beliefs on the 
competitive anxiety.

Rice and Dellwo (2002) assessed the implications of perfectionism 
and self-development for college adjustment. The results showed that 
while adaptive perfectionists and nonperfectionists demonstrated 
comparable aspects of emotional adjustment and academic 
integration, maladaptive perfectionists demonstrated the 
poorest adjustment.

Comerchero and Fortugno (2013) examined the correlational 
relationship between adaptive and maladaptive perfectionism and 
statistics anxiety in graduate psychology students. The findings of the 
study indicated that students who had higher scores on the APS-R 
Discrepancy scale also had greater levels of statistics anxiety on several 
STARS scales. That is, there was a clear relationship between 
discrepant (maladaptive) perfectionism and statistics anxiety. In a 
similar vein, Wu et al. (2022) explored the impact of perfectionism 
and statistics anxiety on academic performance (AP) in statistics 
courses. Among the dimensions of perfectionism, personal standards 
had a direct positive effect on AP in statistics courses and parental 
expectations were identified as having an indirect negative 
effect on AP.

Inglés et  al. (2016) examined a different kind of anxiety, i.e., 
school anxiety, and observed that non-perfectionist students 
generally have lower levels of anxiety than students with high levels 
of personal standards and low levels of evaluative concerns. It was 
also revealed that the combination of high levels in both dimensions 
(Self-Oriented Perfectionism and Socially Prescribed Perfectionism) 
would have the most adverse effect on school anxiety. Hewitt et al. 
(2002) examined the association between perfectionism and anxiety 
among children. The results suggested that whereas self-oriented 
perfectionism has a positive correlation with depression and anxiety, 
socially prescribed perfectionism is positively associated with anxiety 
and social stress. Furthermore, in comparison to self-oriented 
perfectionism, socially prescribed perfectionism was more connected 
to psychological problems.

Ogurlu (2020) investigated the relationship between perfectionism 
and giftedness. The findings suggested that dimensions of 
perfectionism were a significant moderator and that gifted students 
performed better than their non-gifted peers on perfectionistic 
strivings – yet they rated lower when it came to perfectionistic concerns.

Various empirical studies in the Iranian context are in fact a 
correlational study of perfectionism and issues in language education. 
Roohafza et  al. (2010) examined the relationship between 
perfectionism, anxiety, and achievement. The results indicated that 
negative perfectionism was a positive and significant predictor of 
depression and anxiety, while positive perfectionism predicted 
anxiety and depression significantly and negatively. Results also 
suggested that age can potentially increase anxiety and depression as 
well as decrease the learners’ achievement. Pishghadam and 
Akhondpoor (2011) examined the relationship between learners’ 
perfectionism, academic achievement, and anxiety and identified a 
negative relationship between the learners’ reading, listening, 
speaking skills and perfectionism. Their observation suggested that 
more perfectionist students gain lower scores. Also, higher scores in 
perfectionism were associated with higher scores in trait anxiety, 
suggesting that more perfectionist students would experience higher 
levels of trait anxiety. Chasetareh et  al. (2023) investigated the 
relationship between perfectionism and EFL learners’ achievement, 
considering motivation and self-regulated learning as possible 
mediators. Their findings revealed that “higher levels of rigid 
perfectionism were positively related to deep learning and persistence 
that, in turn, were related to higher L2 achievement.” On the other 
hand, “self-critical perfectionism was negatively related to deep 
learning and persistence that, in turn, were related to lower L2 
achievement.” Ghorbandordinejad (2014) examined the relationship 
between perfectionism and learners’ achievement, but the results did 
not show any significant correlation between the two variables. 
Moradan et  al. (2013) investigated the relationship between 
perfectionism and Iranian EFL learners’ listening comprehension. 
The results were indicative of a strong negative relationship between 
the two variables, suggesting that perfectionists exhibit more 
deficiency in performing listening tests. Deficiency was seemingly 
caused by over-emphasis on details or trying to understand every 
single word.

While some studies in Iran proposed that there is a link between 
perfectionism and language performance (Pishghadam and 
Akhondpoor, 2011; Moradan et al., 2013), some others did not find 
such a relationship (Ghorbandordinejad and Farjad Nasab, 2013). 
Also, while Stoeber (2012) observed that aspiring for excellence may 
encourage individuals to set wiser goals for the future, Flett et al. 
(2016) suggested that perfectionism is a personality trait that 
contributes to language anxiety and deficiency (2016). In several 
studies on perfectionism, anxiety has been identified as a concomitant 
condition (e.g., Hewitt and Flett, 1991). Again, while Ayodele and 
Akinlana (2012) did not find a direct relationship between writing 
apprehension and learners’ interest in writing, Saedpanah and 
Mahmoodi (2020) identified writing anxiety as a stronger predictor 
of writing performance. Thanks to such lack of consensus in the EFL 
educational context with regard to the roles of perfectionism and 
anxiety in L2 performance, as well as scarcity of literature on their 
role in writing as a productive skill, this study aimed to investigate 
the role of these variables on the writing performance of Iranian EFL 
learners. In particular, it incorporates a multidimensional 
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perspectives on both perfectionism (i.e., self-oriented, other-oriented, 
and socially prescribed) and writing anxiety (i.e., somatic, cognitive, 
and behavioral).

Research questions

This study aims to investigate the relationship between 
perfectionism and writing anxiety on one hand and learners’ writing 
performance on the other in the Iranian context. It also aims to find 
out whether the components of perfectionism and writing anxiety can 
predict learners’ writing performance. To this end, the following 
questions are addressed:

 1. Is there any significant relationship between Iranian EFL 
learners’ level of perfectionism (Self-oriented, Other-oriented, 
Socially Prescribed) and their performance in IELTS 
writing module?

 2. Is there any significant relationship between Iranian EFL 
learners’ writing anxiety (Somatic Anxiety, Cognitive Anxiety, 
Behavioral Anxiety) and their performance in IELTS 
writing module?

 3. Which dimension(s) of perfectionism and writing anxiety 
more significantly predict(s) the writing performance of 
Iranian EFL learners in IELTS writing module?

Methodology

The design of the study

This study adopted a post facto design and focused on finding the 
relationship between explanatory variables of perfectionism (i.e., self-
oriented, other-oriented and socially prescribed) and writing anxiety 
(i.e., somatic anxiety, cognitive anxiety, avoidance behavior) and the 
response variable (writing performance). The secondary purpose of 
the study was to investigate which variables can better predict EFL 
students’ writing scores.

Participants

The sample of the current study included N = 68 students, selected 
via convenience sampling, from 150 students majoring in English 
Translation at the University of Zanjan. The participants included 
both male (N = 24) and female (N = 44) EFL learners and the age 
range was 18–25. This sample is fairly representative of the population 
of students in the English Department in terms of gender and age, as 
most of the students are young adult females. The majority of the 
students at the Department have an intermediate to early advanced 
proficiency in English depending on the years they have been 
studying. Regarding the adequacy of sample size for the regression 
analysis, Larson-Hall (2015) suggests the sample size needed for an 
effect sizes of R2 = 0.20, R2 = 0.30, and R2 = 0.50 with 80% power in 
regression and six predictors is at least 58, 36, and 19, respectively. In 
addition, with three predictors, a sample size of 58 is needed for an 
effect size of R2 = 0.15 with 80% power in regression. Therefore, the 

sample size of N = 68 can be considered adequate for the purposes of 
this research.

Instruments

Three instruments were used in this study: (a) Multidimensional 
Perfectionism Scale (developed by Hewitt and Flett, 1991), (b) Second 
Language Writing Anxiety Inventory (developed by Cheng, 2004), and 
(c) IELTS Writing Task 2 assigned to the participants to assess their 
writing performance.

Multidimensional perfectionism scale

MPS scale for perfectionism was developed by Hewitt and Flett 
(1991) in order to demonstrate the multidimensionality of the concept 
and show its associations with psychopathology. It entails three 
subscales aiming to assess self-oriented (e.g., one of my goals is to 
be  perfect in everything I  do), other-oriented (e.g., I  have high 
expectations from the people who are important to me) and socially 
prescribed (e.g., my family expects me to be perfect). The scale is in 
Likert format with items ranging from Strongly Agree to Strongly 
Disagree. Each dimension of perfectionism has 15 items with a total 
number of 45 items; however, a number of items are negatively worded 
and hence need reverse scoring in SPSS. Therefore, items 8,12,34,36 
(self-oriented subscale), items 2,3,4,10,19,38,43,45 (other-oriented 
subscale), and items 9,11,21,30,37,44 (socially prescribed subscale) are 
reversely scored. According to Hewitt and Flett (1991), the scale 
enjoys acceptable reliability and validity. Specifically, the test–retest 
reliability of the subscales was: 0.88 for self-oriented, 0.85 for other-
oriented, and 0.75 for socially prescribed perfectionism. In the present 
study, Cronbach’s alpha was calculated for the overall scale to ensure 
the reliability of the questionnaire. The obtained index was 0.831, 
which is satisfactory.

Second language writing anxiety inventory

Essentially a self-report writing anxiety scale for EFL and ESL 
learners, this was developed by Cheng (2004). The rationale behind its 
development was the shortcoming of earlier scales that assumed 
anxiety as a unidimensional concept. In SLWAI anxiety is perceived as 
a multidimensional construct, which may have differential effect on 
various aspects of human behavior. The original inventory developed 
by Cheng consisted of 27 items; however, analyzes showed that items 
5,11,16,20,25 suffered from lack of face validity and consistency. Hence 
only 22 items–which belong to the three subscales of avoidance 
behavior (items 4,6,12,14,19,12), somatic anxiety (items 2,7,9,13,15,18), 
and cognitive anxiety (items 1,3,8,10,17,21,24). Furthermore, since 
items 1,4,7,17,18,21,22 were negatively worded, they needed reversed 
scoring in SPSS prior to the data analysis. The evidence for reliability 
of the scale was established by Cheng (2004): the test–retest reliability 
estimates of three subscales were reported as 0.91 for the whole scale, 
0.82 for somatic anxiety subscale, 0.83 for the avoidance behavior 
subscale, and 0.81 for the cognitive anxiety subscale. To ensure the 
reliability of the instrument, Cronbach’s alpha was calculated in this 
study and was found to be satisfactory (α = 0.825).
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IELTS writing task 2

In order to investigate the students’ performance in writing, IELTS 
Writing Task 2 was administered. The topic was chosen from Improve 
Your Writing Skills: Writing for IELTS by Dimond-Bayir (2014) which 
is a self-guide book for candidates who are preparing for the IELTS 
exam. The students were instructed to write at least 250 words in about 
40 min. The writing samples were assessed by two anonymous raters 
who were well-experienced in teaching IELTS writing courses. In 
order to assess the inter-rater reliability of writing scores, Cohen’s 
Kappa was run. According to Riazi (2016), Cohen’s Kappa was 
developed to assess the agreement between two or more raters 
(observers) and the range of 0.42–0.60 indicates a moderate agreement 
between the raters. In this study, there was a moderate agreement 
between two raters (k = 0.428, p < 0.0005). The average of the scores 
given by the two raters demonstrated each students’ writing score. The 
writings of students were analyzed in terms of task achievement, 
coherence and cohesion, lexical resource and grammatical range and 
accuracy based on IELTS band calculator. The scores ranged from 2 
to 9. However, as expected the majority of students scored 4–7, which 
indicates intermediate to early advanced levels of proficiency not only 
in writing but also in general English.

Procedure

The questionnaires of perfectionism scale (MPS) and writing 
anxiety scale (SLWAI), which comprised of 45 and 22 items, 
respectively, were administered. Meanwhile, the participants were 
asked to take a glance at the items and see if they were comprehensible. 
The learners were encouraged to seek clarification in case there were 
any difficulties and the researcher was responsible for responding to 
their enquiries. Finally, the learners were asked to write an essay. They 
were given 40 min to write at least 250 words on a selected topic; the 
samples were then gathered and scored by two IELTS examiners 
according to four band descriptors. Having collected the data, they 
were analyzed using the latest version of Statistical Package for Social 
Sciences (SPSS). Bootstraping was used to calculate the correlation 
and regression statistics. This method is a nonparametric resampling 
technique independent of normal sampling distribution that 
generates an approximation of the sampling distribution (Larson-
Hall, 2015). As a robust statistical technique, boostraping is 
recommended when variables are not normally distributed (Larson-
Hall, 2015). The bootstrap confidence intervals (CI) were based on 
1,000 bootstrap samples with 95% confidence interval and with bias 
correction and acceleration (BCa). CIs containing a zero are 
insignificant. To investigate the correlation between the learners’ 
performance on the writing task and their perfectionism and writing 
anxiety Pearson correlation was used. In order to observe which of 
the variables produced the strongest effects and best explained the 
writing performance of the EFL students, a standard multiple 
regression was run.

Results

Descriptive and inferential statistics were used to analyze the 
obtained data from the questionnaires and the writing task.

Descriptive statistics

Descriptive statistics of each variable were first calculated for 
subsequent analyzes. In Table 1, the mean scores of the components 
of perfectionism and writing anxiety plus writing scores are reported. 
As for the Self-oriented, Other-oriented, and Socially Prescribed, the 
mean scores are 78.66, 65.60, and 61.41, respectively. Furthermore, 
Somatic Anxiety, Cognitive Anxiety and Behavioral Anxiety mean 
scores emerged to be 18.22, 19.26, and 20.29, respectively. The total 
mean score of writing is 5.63.

Inferential statistics

The relation between dimensions of 
perfectionism, writing anxiety and writing 
performance

With regard to the first research question, which aims at 
investigating the relationship between the participants’ level of 
perfectionism and their performance on IELTS writing module, a 
Pearson correlation (r) did not find a significant relationship between 
perfectionism and writing performance (Table 2).

However, with regard to the relationship between writing anxiety 
and performance, the results (Table  2) suggest a significant and 
negative relationship. In particular, the relationship between somatic 
anxiety and avoidance behavior and writing performance is moderate 
and the effect size can be argued to be  fairly large (Cohen, 1992; 
Plonsky and Oswald, 2014). The relationship between cognitive 
anxiety and writing performance is smaller and the effect size can 
be  argued to be  small (Plonsky and Oswald, 2014) to medium 
(Cohen, 1992). Further, the intercorrelations among the predictors of 
writing anxiety were all significant at p < 0.01 and ranged between 
r = 0.41 to r = 0.59, which means these variables are not highly 
intercorrelated and suitable to be included in a regression analysis. In 

TABLE 1 Descriptive statistics.

Minimum Maximum Mean Std. 
Deviation

Self-oriented 38.00 99.00 78.66 13.09

Other-

oriented

39.00 83.00 65.60 8.30

Socially 

prescribed

37.00 83.00 61.41 8.83

Somatic 

anxiety

7.00 28.00 18.22 5.33

Cognitive 

anxiety

12.00 26.00 19.26 3.28

Behavioral 

anxiety

9.00 31.00 20.29 5.69

Writing score 2.00 9.00 5.63 1.88

Overall 

perfectionism

123.00 253.00 205.67 23.64

Overall 

anxiety

33.00 83.00 57.77 11.74
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addition, as shown in Table 3, the collinearity index VIF for all the 
variables is less than 5 which means there is not any multicollinearity 
among the variables.

The predictive power of writing anxiety in 
relation to writing performance

As the relationship between the components of perfectionism 
and writing was not significant, a standard multiple regression 
analysis was performed to identify the relative contribution of 
writing anxiety components to the writing scores. The results of the 
multiple regression analysis (Table  4) suggest that among the 
variables of writing anxiety, only somatic anxiety and behavioral 
avoidance are significant (Table  5). Further, perhaps more 
importantly, 0.44% (R2 = 0.442) of the variation in the writing 
scores of the EFL students can be accounted for by the model and 
the model is significant (Table  3), which is considered a large 
effect size.

Discussion and conclusion

The results, as reported in the previous section, revealed that the 
components of perfectionism, are not correlated with writing 
performance. This was not entirely unexpected, although some 
studies have suggested there is a link between perfectionism and 
language performance (Pishghadam and Akhondpoor, 2011; 
Moradan et al., 2013). The results of the current study is more in line 
with those of Ghorbandordinejad and Farjad Nasab (2013) who did 
not find such a relationship. According to Dudley-Evans and St. John 
(2013), writing involves “having an awareness of the community’s 
values and expectations and an ability to resolve the tension between 
writers’ creative needs and the norms for writing” in a particular 
genre. Complicated by self-oriented learners’ inaccessible goals and 
the fact that they prefer to avoid tasks that cannot be accomplished 
faultlessly, getting low grades on the IELTS writing task is explicable. 
Similarly, the study by Pishghadam and Akhondpoor (2011), 

observed how perfectionistic tendencies are associated with low 
academic achievement and poor performance in language skills. 
However, their study did not take a multidimensional approach to the 
construct of perfectionism, preferring alternatively to view it as a 
whole. Moradan et  al. (2013) also observed a strong negative 
relationship between perfectionism and EFL learners’ listening 
comprehension. On the contrary, Ghorbandordinejad (2014), as well 
as Ghorbandordinejad and Farjad Nasab (2013) did not find a 
significant correlation between perfectionism and learners’ 
achievement.

Lack of a significant correlation between other-oriented 
perfectionism and writing scores lies at the very root of the concept. 
This dimension of perfectionism is directed at others and deals with 
setting unrealistic expectations for others. It brings along feelings of 
dominance and the need to reduce others’ worth, thereby elevating 
one’s self-worth. As such, it may bear little importance to the 
performance of students on a writing assignment.

TABLE 2 Correlation between predictors of writing perfectionism and anxiety with writing performance (N = 68).

Variable Writing performance Sig. 95% CI Effect size (R2)

Self-oriented −0.225 0.065 −0.419, −0.005 0.051

Other-oriented −0.04 0.976 −0.285, 0.294 0.001

Socially prescribed 0.170 0.165 −0.127, 0.428 0.028

Somatic anxiety −0.593 0.000 −0.732, −0.415 0.352

Cognitive anxiety −0.292 0.016 −0.483, −0.053 0.085

Avoidance behavior −0.588 0.000 −0.719, −0.143 0.346

TABLE 3 Coefficients table for the predictors of writing performance.

B BCa 95% CI Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant) 10.278 8.059, 12.196 1.073 9.578 0.000

Somatic anxiety −0.138 −0.223, −0.038 0.042 −0.389 −3.259 0.002 1.636

Cognitive anxiety 0.021 −0.071, 0.131 0.061 0.036 0.340 0.735 1.303

Behavioral anxiety −0.125 −0.206, −0.055 0.039 −0.376 −3.200 0.002 1.586

TABLE 4 Standard multiple regression model summary of the predictors 
of writing performance.

Model R R Square Adjusted R 
square

Std. Error 
of the 

estimate

1 0.664a 0.442 0.415 1.44277

aPredictors: (constant), somatic anxiety, cognitive anxiety, behavioral anxiety.

TABLE 5 ANOVA for the significance of the proposed model.

Model Sum of 
squares

Df Mean 
Square

F Sig.

1 Regression 105.333 3 35.111 16.867 .000

Residual 133.221 64 2.082

Total 238.554 67
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As stated by Comerchero and Fortugno (2013), a large body of 
research has associated adaptive perfectionism with positive 
psychological outcomes and maladaptive perfectionism with 
negative correlates. The adverse effect of maladaptive perfectionism 
on a person’s academic performance is already well-documented in 
the literature (Rice and Dellwo, 2002; Gilman and Ashby, 2003). 
With respect to the other-oriented perfectionism and its lack of a 
significant connection to the dependent variable, there are studies 
such as Hewitt and Flett (2002) and La Rocque et al. (2016) reporting 
the different behavior of this dimension compared to the other two 
ones. Given the mixed findings in the literature and this study about 
the relationship between perfectionism and language performance 
further research with a larger and more diverse body of participants 
can shed more light on the issue.

The second research question dealt with writing anxiety and its 
correlation with writing performance. The finding, primarily, 
indicated an overall negative relationship between the two variables. 
This is consistent with Krause’s (1994) theory which postulates that 
those with low writing apprehension are more likely to perform 
better on tests of writing skills than apprehensive writers. It also 
corroborates the claim that apprehension often impedes 
performance. This claim has already been attested in earlier studies 
such as Daly (1978), Hanna (2010), and Kim (2006). The obtained 
result is also in conformity with the Erkan and Saban’s (2011) study 
whose focus was on EFL students at tertiary level in addition to 
Saedpanah and Mahmoodi (2020). The latter, in a similar way, 
identified L2 writing anxiety as a stronger predictor of L2 
writing performance.

However, the negative correlation between writing anxiety and 
writing performance in the current research is in contrast with 
Ayodele and Akinlana’s (2012) results that found there is not a direct 
relationship between writing apprehension and the students’ interest 
in writing.

A number of suggestions and recommendations are put forward 
in the literature in order to overcome and alleviate students’ writing 
anxiety. For instance, Tadesse (2013) proposes limiting the amount of 
error correction, welcoming novel ideas, providing adequate feedback 
and attempting to establish a good rapport as being helpful. In 
addition, he noticed that focusing exclusively on form would lead to 
the students’ demotivation. Hence, it can be  inferred that during 
writing sessions teachers’ attention should primarily be focused on 
meaning instead of grammatical forms.
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